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Rooms for sharing

A rainbow of nuances

Satisfy the senses

A feeling of luxury…
luxury for the senses

Green conscience,
ecological products

Create unique spaces

Subtle glints

Spaces that invite you to relax
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Oasis of colour.

Rooms full of light

Shades of shine

Fusion of styles.
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That's what

ezarri's new glass mosaic products can do.

The perfect union of material and shape.

ezarri wants to provide you with decorative solutions that adapt to any ambiance
and which will be admired by all who see it. We want to offer you glass mosaic: a

Silky finishes reflect varying nuances of shine, elegant tones transmit perfection, harmony, sophistication and

new concept for designing ambiences full of light and shine.

glass mosaic textures help create welcoming ambiances, within the most contemporary decorative schemes.

The utmost in luxury for the senses.

Because we know that when you face the challenge of designing a new hotel or
doing a complete refurbishment, you want to find
decorative solutions that reflect your creativity
and imagination and are up your own
and your clients' aesthetic
expectations.
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A rainbow
of nuances
ezarri offers you an extremely comprehensive range of textures
and colours in the glass mosaic world. It adapts to curved
surfaces and is unquestionably durable.

PAPUGA PARK HOTEL WELLNESS & SPA. Bielsko- Biala. POLAND
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Rooms for sharing
A material brimming with brilliant
advantages over other materials:
• safe
• ecological
• economical
• hygienic
• tough

If you are thinking of offering new decoration options,

ezarri proposes innovative

ezarri's tiling and decoration solutions are capable of reflecting any personality,
which is why they are so suitable for decorating the common areas of your hotel:
the lobby, lounges, dining rooms and meeting rooms. Easy to clean, elegant and
offering infinite aesthetic combinations, this decorative art is the perfect option for
making your hotel a successful meeting place.
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HOTEL IZVOR ARANDJELOVAC. Belgrade . SERBIA

interior design possibilities and compositions.
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Rooms full of light
Nowadays, surprising guests with
never-before-seen decorative ideas
is a safe value, even more in the rest

HOTEL NHOW BERLIN. Germany. Designer: KARIM RASHID

and relaxation areas.

We are sure that your hotel is welcoming and attractive, but if you add

ezarri tiles,

you will be guaranteed a unique, original decor, which can be used, for example, to
personalise each and every bedroom. Using the same material to decorate both, bedroom
and bathroom, also brings continuity to your aesthetic code.
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Spaces that invite you to relax
Swimming pools, spas, talasotherapy or gyms

It does not absorb water, preventing
the development of germs and fungi,
an essential aspect in all constantly

ezarri creations have the greatest impact thanks to the natural

beauty of water and the shine and colours of the mosaic. A mosaic that stands out because
it is absolutely hygienic, easy to clean and gratifying because it is extremely resistant to
chemical products and is manufactured with a special silica based treatment, which allows
us to offer the highest non-slip safety levels.
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PAPUGA PARK HOTEL WELLNESS & SPA. Bielsko- Biala. Poland

These are the places where

VILLA MARILOR HOTEL. Zakopane. Poland

HOTEL OSSA CONGRESS & SPA. Rawa Mazowiecka. Poland

wet places.
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HOTEL ASTRUM LAUS. Levice. Slovakia

THE VIEW BOUTIQUE HOTEL & SPA.Amanzimtoti. SOUTH AFRICA

HOTEL BARCELó PUNTA UMBRíA. Huelva. Spain

PAPUGA PARK HOTEL WELLNESS & SPA. Bielsko- Biala. Poland

HOTEL IZVOR ARANDJELOVAC. Belgrade. SERBIA

Spaces that invite you to relax
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ezarri collections are also

ideal for outdoor use. Our technology enables us to develop personalised designs
based on photographs, sketches or drawings, printing them on the mosaic with
endless possibilities. Homogenised styles in the hotel gives visual coherence and
helps to create the ambiences desired.
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Hotel arenal kioro. Costa Rica

Highly resistant to water and chemical products, the

JW MARRIOTT GUANACASTE RESORT & SPA. COSTA RICA

MARMARI PALACE HOTEL. Kos. Greece

REGENCY COUNTRY CLUB. Tenerife. Spain

Splendid exteriors
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LOS SUEÑOS MARRIOTT OCEAN & GOLF RESORT. COSTA RICA

GRAN HOTEL ELBA. Estepona. Spain

ROYAL GARDEN VILLAS & SPA. Tenerife. Spain

SHANGRI LA´S BARR AL JISSAH Resort & Spa. OMAN

SHANGRI LA´S BARR AL JISSAH Resort & Spa. OMAN

Splendid exteriors
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A five-star
product

That's

ezarri. A product full of advantages and possibilities. A perfect solution

for all types of projects where creativity and freshness need to come together
with practicality, economy and sustainability.

ezarri is a total solution. A five-star solution.
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Our commitment,
your satisfaction

The ezarri commitment

ezarri manufactures all its products in Lazkao, Spain, which is why the
quality assurance of the materials is absolutely guaranteed. Ours is the first
glass mosaic company to obtain the ISO 9001-2000 quality certificate in
recognition of our established, efficient quality assurance system.

We want you to know that we are totally committed to our clients:
• 95% of our products are in stock, meaning we offer immediate availability.
• We meet delivery deadlines in 97% of orders and a total of 99.5% of orders are processed successfully.
• We offer customers an Installation and Customer Care Service which, as well as answering all your questions
about which materials to use and offering installation recommendations, also offers ezarri's own Installation
Service as well as monitoring and control of external installation.

Quality
Nº 6003368
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What does this innovative system offer?

High technology at the service
of your imagination

JointPoint

• Better finishes
• Resistant to damp
• Easy-to-install
• it is 25% faster to install

®

w w w. j o i n t p o i n t . e s

ezarri and which uses advanced technology to guarantee perfect, even
product installation. The JointPoint® system frees up 92% of the surface
of the mosaic for application of fast drying cement, providing a total grip

Technology

surface and therefore, superior adhesion. The JointPoint® points system
has the smallest, most homogenous and controlled point, making

ezarri

mosaic easy to admire.
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HOTEL OSSA CONGRESS & SPA. Rawa Mazowiecka. Poland

JointPoint® is a new system that has been designed exclusively by

HOTEL OSSA CONGRESS & SPA. Rawa Mazowiecka. Poland

VILLA MARILOR HOTEL. Zakopane. Poland
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Respect for the environment
lights us up

HOTEL ITURREGI . Getaria. SPAIN

If it can be done, we do it. At

ezarri, respect for the environment

and concern for more sustainable architecture are facts.
For example, we hold international quality certification ISO 14021,
which guarantees that

Sustainability
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ezarri has an effective management system

ezarri is also part of the Green Building Council, a prestigious non-profit association which works to promote
sustainable building and grants internationally recognised environmental certifications.
But let's talk about our glass. All the glass we use as raw materials in our production processes is recycled
glass.

in place to guarantee our on-going commitment to the environment.
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A product that is always on
the boil and evolving

Glass mosaic is continuously evolving as a material to be used in
architecture.

ezarri has absorbed this evolution and given it an
innovative character.

New ranges, collections, colours, textures, nuances, shapes… all
managed in our R&D department which continues to look to the future.

Evolution
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ezarri is a growing brand that exports its products to
more than 60 countries. We are continuing to move
forward, offering more decorative possibilities every day
with a noble, attractive, contemporary material that has
become a passion for us: glass mosaic.

A future we hope to share with you.
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A world of decorative solutions in glass mosaic
Collection

Collection

Collection

Space
Collection

Ondulato
Collection

Anti
Antislip

Collection

Degradados

Collection

Lisa

Collection

Niebla

Range
Collection

Fosfo

Collection

Mix
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At the service of your freedom of expression

We offer you a series of tools and services to help you to make your ideas become reality:

For more information, please

•

telephone: +34 943 164 800,

3D visualisation service: of course, you would like to see what your choice will look like
in practice before you buy the material. That's why

ezarri offers you its exclusive 3D Project

Visualisation Service, which gives you a clear view of what your hotel will look like once you have

or send an email to:
info@ezarri.com.

decorated it with our mosaics.
•

Online Mix generator: you are invited to visit our website www.ezarri.com and create
your own colour combinations.

•
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Of course, our Sales Advisers are always ready to help you.
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Our references
REGENCY COUNTRY CLUB. Tenerife. SPAIN.
HOTEL BARCELÓ PUNTA UMBRÍA. Huelva. SPAIN.
IBEROSTAR GRAN HOTEL ANTELHIA. Tenerife. SPAIN.
HOTEL RIU ATLÁNTICO. Huelva. SPAIN.
ROYAL GARDEN VILLAS & SPA. Tenerife. SPAIN.
GRAN HOTEL ELBA. Estepona. SPAIN.
SOFITEL MARSEILLE VIEUX PORT. FRANCE. Designer: CLAUDIO COLUCCI.
HOTEL NHOW BERLIN. GERMANY. Designer: KARIM RASHID.
Ballykisteen Hotel & Golf Resort. Tipperary. ireland.
MARMARI PALACE HOTEL. Kos. GREECE.
PAPUGA PARK HOTEL WELLNESS & SPA. Bielsko- Biala. POLAND.
VILLA MARILOR HOTEL. Zakopane. POLAND.
HOTEL OSSA CONGRESS & SPA. Rawa Mazowiecka. POLAND.
SHERATON ALGARVE HOTEL. Albufeira. PORTUGAL.
HOTEL IZVOR ARANDJELOVAC. Belgrade. SERBIA.
HOTEL ASTRUM LAUS. Levice. SLOVAKIA.
MARINA PORTO MONTENEGRO COMPLEX. MONTENEGRO. architect: STUDIO RHE. LONDON.
SHANGRI LA´S BARR AL JISSAH Resort & Spa. OMAN. architect: WATG ARCHITEC´S LONDON.
GRAN MELIá CARACAS. VENEZUELA. architect: STUDIO RHE. LONDON.
THE VIEW BOUTIQUE HOTEL & SPA. Amanzimtoti. SOUTH AFRICA.
HOTEL ROYAL KENZ THALASSO &SPA. Port El Kantaoui. TUNISIA. architect: ARTHEMA.
hotel Bel Azur. Hammamet. TUNISIA.
GRAND PALLADIUM JAMAICA RESORT & SPA. JAMAICA.
HOTEL ARENAL KIORO. COSTA RICA.
JW MARRIOTT GUANACASTE RESORT & SPA. COSTA RICA. architect: ZURCHER Y PAUL DUESING PARTNERS.
LOS SUEÑOS MARRIOTT OCEAN & GOLF RESORT. COSTA RICA.
BORA BORA LAGOON RESORT & SPA. FRENCH POLYNESIA.
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LOMO
Zubierreka Industrialdea, 58
20210 LAZKAO
(Gipuzkoa) Spain

Telephone operator:

(+34) 943 164 140

Spain and Portugal sales agent:

(+34) 943 164 800

Export sales agent:

(+34) 943 164 801

France sales agent:

(+34) 943 164 802

Fax:

(+34) 943 884 066

info@ezarri.com

Nº 6003368
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